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Abstract25

26

Bluetongue (BT) was notified for the first time in several Northern European 27

countries in August 2006. The first reported outbreaks of BT were confirmed in herds 28

located near the place where Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany share borders.29

The disease was rapidly and widely disseminated throughout Belgium in both sheep 30

and cattle herds. During the epidemic, case-reporting by the Veterinary Authorities 31

relied almost exclusively on the identification of herds with confirmed clinical 32

infected ruminants. A cross-sectional serological survey targeting all Belgian 33

ruminants was then undertaken during the vector-free season. The first objective of 34

this study was to provide unbiased estimates of BT-seroprevalence for different 35

regions of Belgium. Since under-reporting was suspected during the epidemic, a36

second goal was to compare the final dispersion of the virus based on the 37

seroprevalence estimates to the dispersion of the confirmed clinical cases which were 38

notified in Belgium, in order to estimate the accuracy of the case-detection based on 39

clinical suspicion. True within-herd seroprevalence was estimated based on a logistic-40

normal regression model with prior specification on the diagnostic test’s sensitivity 41

and specificity. The model was fitted in a Bayesian framework. Herd seroprevalence 42

was estimated using a logistic regression model. To study the linear correlation 43

between the BT winter screening data and the case-herds data, the linear predicted 44

values for the herd prevalence were compared and the Pearson correlation coefficient 45

was estimated. The overall herd and true within-herd seroprevalences were estimated 46

at 83.3 (79.2-87.0) and 23.8 (20.1-28.1) per cent, respectively. BT seropositivity was 47

shown to be widely but unevenly distributed throughout Belgium, with a gradient 48

decreasing towards the south and the west of the country. The analysis has shown 49
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there was a strong correlation between the outbreak data and the data from the survey 50

(r=0.73, p<0.0001). The case detection system based on clinical suspicion 51

underestimated the real impact of the epidemic, but indicated an accurate spatial 52

distribution of the virus at the end of the epidemic.53

54

Keywords55
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57

1. Introduction58

   Bluetongue (BT), a vector-borne viral disease, is transmitted in ruminant populations 59

almost exclusively by several species of biting midges of the genus Culicoides60

(Diptera: Ceratopogonidae) (Cêtre-Sossah et al., 2004; Pili et al., 2006). BT virus 61

(BTV) is a species of the genus Orbivirus within the Reoviridae family. To date, 24 62

distinct BTV-serotypes have been identified (Gorman, 1990; Takamatsu et al., 2003).63

BT can cause spectacular outbreaks and has an adverse impact on worldwide trade due 64

to restrictions on the source of animals (Green et al., 2005; FAO, 2006). It thus appears 65

on the list of diseases notifiable to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE). 66

Influenced by several factors such as geographical location, the incidence of clinical 67

disease is highly variable. BT disease is uncommon in many areas where BTV is 68

endemic (MacLachlan, 2004). The virus is traditionally known to be distributed around 69

the world in countries lying in the tropics and subtropics, although it may extend further 70

north like in parts of Western North America and Xinjiang, China (Dulac et al., 1989;71

Gibbs et al., 1994; Qin et al., 1996). The virus has been documented as far as 45°N in 72

Southern Europe (Caporale et al., 2004).73
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   In August 2006, very unexpectedly, BT was for the first time notified in The 74

Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. (OIE Animal Health Department, 2006; 75

Toussaint et al., 2006). Later on during the epidemic, related cases were also reported 76

in France and Luxembourg. The virus incriminated was identified as BTV-serotype 877

(CRL, 2006; Toussaint et al., 2007a), which prior to this epidemic had only occurred 78

in Africa, Central America, Malaysia, and India/Pakistan (Herniman et al., 1980; 79

Hassan, 1992; Mo et al., 1994; Daniels et al., 2004; Gerdes, 2004). Although the 80

possible routes of introduction were investigated, the exact origin remains unknown81

(Mintiens et al., 2007). Based on the data from the early stages of the epidemic, the 82

rate of the local spread was estimated to be around 15 km/week, partially reflecting83

the rapid extension of BTV in Northern Europe (Gerbier et al., 2007).84

   In Belgium, the first 11 ever reported BT outbreaks were confirmed in the near 85

East-border part of the country on the 19th of August 2006, in both sheep and cattle 86

herds (Toussaint et al., 2007b). Despite the measures implemented banning animal 87

movement, the disease was rapidly and widely disseminated throughout the Belgian 88

territory. By December 2006, a total of 695 herds or flocks were declared “case 89

herds” of which 297 were cattle herds. During the epidemic, case-reporting by the 90

Belgian Veterinary Authorities relied almost exclusively on the identification of herds 91

with confirmed clinical infected ruminants. Laboratory diagnoses were mostly used 92

for confirmation of BTV infections in ruminants reported with BT-like clinical signs.93

Therefore under-reporting was suspected. 94

   During the winter of 2006/2007, it was assumed that climatic conditions were 95

unfavourable for further propagation of BTV. The last cases of the epidemic in 96

Belgium were reported by the Veterinary Authorities on 15 December 2006. A97

serological and virological cross-sectional survey (BT winter screening) targeting all 98
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Belgian ruminants was undertaken in January-February 2007 in order to establish the 99

true final dispersion of the virus across the country. The first objective of the study 100

was to provide unbiased estimates of BT-seroprevalence for different regions of 101

Belgium. A second objective was to compare the final dispersion of the virus based 102

on the seroprevalence estimates to the dispersion of the confirmed clinical cases 103

which were notified in Belgium, in order to estimate the accuracy of the case-104

detection based on clinical surveillance. This paper presents the descriptive 105

epidemiology of the BT winter screening 2007.106

107

2. Material and Methods108

2.1 Sampling design for the BT winter screening109

   The study population of the winter screening consisted of dairy cattle of more than 110

two years old which were housed in dairy farms with on-farm delivery of dairy 111

products. Cattle were sampled because of expected higher prevalence in this species112

compared to sheep (Ward et al., 1994). Only dairy cattle were considered for 113

sampling since serologically negative animals that were to be identified by the BT 114

winter screening would participate afterwards in a longitudinal BT sentinel animals 115

monitoring programme (logistically dairy animals are sampled more easily). The 116

sampling frame was provided by the list of 1245 diary herds with on-farm delivery of 117

dairy product previously identified for the official Belgian Leucois-Brucellosis winter 118

screening. In this programme, all animals of more than two years were sampled.119

   Since no prior information on the herd prevalence was available, the number of 120

herds to be sampled was based on an expected prevalence of 50 per cent (maximal 121

variance), a desired absolute precision of 5 per cent and 95 per cent confidence level.122

Since at the time of sample size’s selection, no information was available on the 123
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diagnostic test’s sensitivity and specificity, these were assumed to be perfect. A124

sample of 384 herds was set to be selected (Cannon and Roe, 1982). A one-stage125

cluster sampling design was performed with stratification of the herds by province 126

and proportional allocation according to province surface. 127

128

2.2 Diagnostic methods129

   Samples were collected by the official farm veterinarians and conditioned to serum 130

samples at the regional laboratories of ‘Dierengezondheidszorg Vlaanderen’ and the 131

‘Association Régionale de Santé et d'Identification Animales’. The serum samples 132

were assayed using a commercially available competitive ELISA (c-ELISA) kit (ID 133

Screen® Blue Tongue Competition for detection of anti-VP7 antibodies; ID.VET, 134

Montpellier, France) which was carried out according to the OIE Manual of Standards 135

(OIE, 2004) and to the procedure described by the manufacturer. Results were 136

expressed as percentage negativity (PN) compared to the negative kit control and cut-137

off settings considered were those provided by the manufacturer. Samples which 138

presented a PN less or equal to 35 per cent, between 35 and 45 per cent, and greater 139

than 45 per cent were considered as positive, doubtful and negative, respectively.140

Doubtful results were classified positive in the data analysis. Using RT-qPCR as 141

reference test during the epidemic, the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of the c-142

ELISA was estimated at 87.4 per cent (95%CI: 83.5-90.4) and 99.0 per cent (95%CI: 143

97.2-99.6), respectively (Vandenbussche et al., 2007).144

145

2.3 Case herds146

   Case herds were mostly herds (cattle or ovine) for which the veterinary practitioner,147

who has been consulted by the animal owner, identified suspicious clinical cases and 148
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where at least one of those animals was subsequently confirmed positive using a 149

laboratory test (c-ELISA and/or real-time PCR) and then notified to the veterinary 150

authorities (EFSA, 2007). A maximum of three animals were sampled per herd. In 151

addition, herds without clinical signs but with seropositive animals which were then 152

confirmed positive with real-time PCR (Toussaint et al., 2007a) were also included. 153

For example, animals could be detected when tested serologically for certification154

prior to trade between zones with different BTV-8 status within the country or prior to 155

export. EDTA blood and serum samples were tested at the Belgian National 156

Reference Laboratory (VAR).157

158

2.4 Statistical methods159

   The estimation of within-herd seroprevalence was based on a logistic-normal 160

regression model. For the BT winter screening data, let iZ  be the number of positive 161

tested animals out of iN  tested animals from herd i. It was assumed that the number 162

of positive animals followed a binomial distribution:163

iZ ~ ),( a
ii pNBin , (1)164

with a
ip  the apparent prevalence. The true prevalence t

ip , reflecting the true 165

serological status of the animals, was derived from the following equation (Rogan and 166

Gladen, 1978) taking the sensitivity and specificity of the c-ELISA test into account:167

),1()1( t
i

t
i

a
i pSppSep  (2)168

or,169

1

1





SpSe

Spp
p

a
it

i ,170

where Se is the test sensitivity and Sp is the test specificity.171
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To account for possible correlation among the animals from the same herd, the 172

seroprevalence in herd i was modelled as173

logit i
t
i up  )( , (3)174

with iu ~Normal( 2,0  ) being the normally distributed random intercepts for each 175

herd. This model is a special form of a generalized linear mixed model as described 176

by Molenberghs and Verbeke (2005). The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 177

given by178

3/22

2





ICC , 179

was estimated to establish the correlation between the infection status of two animals 180

within a herd. Since the sensitivity and specificity were no fixed or known values, a 181

prior distribution for the sensitivity and specificity was assumed. Thus, model 182

specification was further extended by assuming a beta-distribution for the Se and Sp183

parameters: 184

Se ~ beta( 11 ,ba ), (4)185

Sp ~ beta( 22 ,ba ), (5)186

where 2211 ,,, baba were chosen based on literature material (Vandenbussche et al., 187

2007). In summary, the within-herd seroprevalence estimation was based on a 188

logistic-normal regression model, accounting for the test sensitivity and specificity of 189

the test. The model is given by equations (1) to (5). Because of its hierarchical 190

structure, it was fitted in a Bayesian framework, using WinBUGS software191

(http://www.winbugs-development.org.uk). Non-informative priors were used for all 192

model parameters. Posterior seroprevalence distributions and 95 per cent central 193

credibility intervals were generated. A density plot of the predicted within-herd 194
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seroprevalence estimates, was produced based on the logistic-normal regression 195

model (1)-(5).196

   The herd seroprevalence (probability that a herd was infected) was estimated using 197

a logistic regression model:198

iY ~ )( hpBernouilli , (6)199

Logit )( hp ,200

where hp is the apparent herd prevalence. This model was extended by allowing 201

different  ’s for the different provinces, in order to estimate the province-specific 202

herd seroprevalences. For the purpose of this study, a herd was considered as positive 203

if at least one of the sampled animals had a positive ELISA test result, otherwise it 204

was considered negative.205

   In both models described above, the design-effect was taken into account by 206

weighting each observation by the inverse of the sampling probability. Provinces 207

which were under-represented in the sample were attributed a higher weight, whereas 208

the over-represented received smaller weight. Herd density data was extracted from 209

the Belgian animal identification and registration system (SANITEL) to provide 210

estimates of the population at risk. A map showing herd density for cattle at 211

municipality level was produced using ArcView GIS 3.2. (ESRI).212

   A map showing the distribution of within-herd seroprevalence in the country was 213

produced. The true within-herd prevalence estimates of the farms which were sampled214

were interpolated by Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) (Shepard, 1968; ESRI, 215

1996).216

   In order to estimate the accuracy of the case-detection based on clinical 217

surveillance, the linear correlation between the BT winter screening data and the case 218

data was estimated. For both data sets, herd prevalence per municipality was 219
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estimated based on logistic regression models, as in equation (6). In order to account 220

for spatial differences, a flexible smoothing method was used to estimate the spatial 221

trend. It is assumed that 222

Logit ),()( yxfp h  ,223

where ),( yxf  is some unspecified smooth function of the x- and y-coordinates. The 224

method used penalized splines with radial basis function, fitted as a generalized linear 225

mixed model (Eilers et al., 1996; Ruppert, Wand and Carroll, 2003). This method was 226

implemented in the SAS procedure GLIMMIX (9.1.3. SAS, Inc.).227

To study the linear correlation between the two datasets, the linear predicted 228

values ),( yxf for herd prevalence, resulting from the logistic regression models 229

applied to the two datasets, were compared and the Pearson correlation coefficient 230

was estimated. For the outbreak data to be comparable with the winter screening data, 231

solely cattle results were used for this part of the analysis. Maps showing the 232

distribution of herd prevalence estimates at municipality level were produced.233

   Daily meteorological data on the mean temperature were collected at 247 weather 234

stations in The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and France. The raw temperature 235

values were interpolated between the locations of the weather stations using IDW. A 236

model of the German meteorological service for large scale maps was used to adjust 237

the interpolated temperature values for the correlation between temperature and 238

altitude (Müller-Westermeier, 1995; Ahrens, 2006). In a first step, the raw 239

temperature data were reduced to sea level and interpolated on a grid cell size of 250 240

m using the IDW algorithm. Finally, the interpolated values were adjusted for the 241

height in the actual topography using altitude data with a resolution of 90 m (NASA 242

SRTM data). Maps of the spatially interpolated mean daily temperature were 243

produced for six dates at monthly intervals.244
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245

3. Results246

3.1 Bluetongue winter screening 247

A total of 25,846 cattle from 344 herds were sampled between the first and the 31st of248

January 2007. An average of 75 animals (standard deviation, 51), ranging from 1 to 249

370, were sampled per herd. Among those samples, 5008 gave positive results. The 250

overall herd seroprevalence was estimated at 83.3 per cent (95%CI 79.2-87.0). 251

Province-specific herd seroprevalence estimates are shown in Figure 1. The highest 252

estimates were found in provinces located in the north-east of Belgium, near the place 253

where the epidemic started. The true overall within-herd prevalence was 23.8 per cent 254

(95%CI 20.1-28.1). The spatial distribution of the within-herd prevalence is presented 255

in Figure 2. The highest provincial within-herd prevalence estimates were found in256

Limburg and Liege provinces. There was a second focus around the city of Ghent in 257

East Flanders province. On the other hand, the lowest within-herd seroprevalence was 258

found in Hainaut province. Figure 3 shows the density plot of within-herd259

seroprevalence estimates. A large variability in within-herd seroprevalence was 260

observed. However, in most herds, within-herd seroprevalence was between 0 and 20 261

per cent. The within herd ICC was estimated at 0.41 (95%CI 0.36-0.47). This shows 262

that correlation between the infectious statuses of two animals within a herd was high.263

Figure 4 presents herd density at municipality level. High herd densities in 2006 were 264

mainly observed in the western part of the country. Figure 5 shows maps of the 265

spatially interpolated temperature for the 30 June, 30 July, 30 August, 30 September, 266

30 October and 30 November 2006. Around the possible time of introduction (June-267

July), the temperature was high in Belgium. The global temperature trend during the 268

BT epidemic consisted of two warm time periods (June-July and End-September) 269
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separated by a cooler period. Local differences in mean temperature were also 270

suggested by the maps.271

272

3.2 Case herds273

Between the 18th of August and the 31st of December 2006, a total of 1445 cattle 274

and 893 sheep samples were analysed. The overall BT herd prevalence was estimated 275

at 0.7 per cent (95%CI 0.7-0.8) for cattle herds and 1.3 per cent (95%CI 1.2-1.4) for 276

sheep flocks. Herd prevalence estimates at the provincial level for cattle and sheep are 277

shown in Table 1. Estimates were found to be more or less twice higher for sheep than 278

for cattle. However, the distributions of herd prevalence estimates at the provincial 279

level were found to be similar in the two species.280

281

3.3 Comparison of winter screening and cattle case herd results282

Based on the linear predicted values for herd prevalence of the winter screening 283

and the cattle case herd data, the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.73 and 284

significant (p-value<0.0001). Figure 6 consists of two maps showing the distribution285

of BT herd prevalence estimates at municipality level based on cattle case-herd and 286

winter screening data. The patterns indicated by the two maps seemed to be similar to 287

each other.288

289

3. Discussion290

Starting from the original focus in the area where Belgium, The Netherlands and 291

Germany share borders, the epidemic gradually disseminated throughout the Northern 292

European countries. The epidemic predominantly spread horizontally along an East-293

West axis (EFSA, 2007). In Belgium, until October 2006, case herds were mainly 294
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limited to an area situated in the Eastern part of the country. Early September 2006, 295

the area of chief concern appeared to be the infectious status of the “still free” 296

provinces; therefore, a serological screening was conducted and demonstrated 297

freedom of BTV infection for all the provinces in which no case herd was notified at 298

that time (Vandenbussche et al., 2007). The first case in East Flanders was notified on 299

September 18 and the infection then further continued its spread to the west. At the 300

end of the epidemic, BTV-seropositivity in dairy cattle herds was shown to be widely 301

but unevenly distributed throughout Belgium. Seroprevalence was found to be the 302

highest near the area of first infection with a gradient decreasing towards the south 303

and the west of the country. In The Netherlands, the same distribution was observed, 304

with, in this case, a gradient decreasing towards the Northern part of the country 305

(Elbers et al., 2007). Based on case herd data, Gerbier et al. (2007) identified two 306

spatial clusters of cases in Belgium which centered around the cities of Maastricht307

(the Netherlands) and Ghent. The authors stated that a gap between the two clusters 308

remained by the end of the epidemic. The results of the present study on the other 309

hand demonstrated a herd seroprevalence gradually decreasing towards the west with310

no higher level around the Ghent area. The within-herd seroprevalence map (Figure 2)311

revealed areas around Maastricht and Ghent where the within-herd seroprevalence 312

was high. The highest within-herd seroprevalences were found on farms situated in 313

Liege, Limburg, Flemish and Walloon Brabant provinces most certainly due to the 314

fact that those regions were affected at the beginning of the epidemic. However, 315

further study of specific risk factors such as local temperature, farm management 316

system, and abundance of vector, is needed to better understand the spatial variation 317

in the occurrence of BT and to allow a more efficient control of the infection in the 318

future. The second focus around the city of Ghent could be explained for instance by 319
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the high cattle farm density in this area (Figure 4) which could be a risk factor for 320

within-herd propagation of BT. Visual examination of the temperature maps (Figure321

5) suggested that hilly areas were always cooler compared to areas of lower elevation.322

Those lower temperatures may have had an influence on the life cycle of Culicoides323

and the replication of BTV in the vectors. The high ICC reflected the important 324

correlation between two animals within a herd with respect to the presence/absence of 325

BTV. A study conducted in Kazakhstan demonstrated also significant clustering at 326

farm level (Lundervold et al., 2003). The authors pinpointed the fact that this effect 327

could be related to local variations in the vector’s distribution.328

   Clinical signs of BT appear as soon as five days post-infection. Therefore, in the 329

early stages of an epidemic, infected animals are more quickly detected by clinical 330

examination than by serology. In Italy, during the 2000-2001 BT-outbreak, sero-331

surveillance only debuted in the decreasing phase of the epidemic curve (Giovannini332

et al., 2004). In a reporting system such as the one implemented during the course of 333

the outbreak in Belgium, a succession of events has to occur before a case is detected. 334

Theoretically, the reporting of suspect cases allows for a view of the situation for the 335

entire susceptible population which is under owner and veterinary observation. This336

first relies on the assumption that the infection will produce clinical signs; hence, 337

subclinical cases will go unnoticed (Doherr et al., 2001). BTV has in the past been 338

isolated in several countries without clinical disease being recognised (Gibbs et al., 339

1994; Mulhern, 1985). Based on the sparse data from whole-herd-sampling during the340

Northern European epidemic, it has been shown that a high proportion of cattle within 341

a herd could be PCR or seropositive, while not showing any BT-clinical signs.342

Moreover, owners and veterinarians in Belgium had never previously experienced this 343

exotic disease; therefore clinical signs were unfamiliar to them (Elbers et al., 2007). 344
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Also, owners may have been reluctant to report cases for fear of consequent loss of 345

trade. The winter screening revealed indeed a higher prevalence than demonstrated by 346

the reporting of clinical cases. Results demonstrated a high level of exposure to BTV 347

in the dairy herds. The results confirm the fact that BTV spreads very quickly in an348

immunologically naïve ruminant population. The first Italian epidemic of BT in 2000 349

in Sardinia has demonstrated a rate of spread of 30 km per week and 80% of the 350

island had been infected. Both in Sardinia and Sicilia, serological surveillance 351

detected virus circulation to be wider than shown by clinical surveillance (Calistri et 352

al., 2004; Giovannini et al., 2004). Serological screening demonstrated a BT animal-353

prevalence levels ranging from 3.23 to 61.11% in Albania after recent first infection 354

(Di Ventura , 2004). In the present study, the obtained Pearson correlation coefficient 355

showed that the spatial distributions of the virus indicated by the two datasets (Figure 356

6) were very similar. However, there is was large scale-difference in estimated 357

prevalences. The case detection system based on clinical suspicion underestimated the 358

real impact of the epidemic, but indicated an accurate spatial distribution of the virus 359

at the end of the epidemic.360

   In theory, each individual within the target population, namely the Belgian ruminant 361

population, should have had an equal chance of being selected for sampling. For 362

accessibility matters, only dairy herds with on-farm delivery of dairy product were363

considered in the sampling frame. Moreover, solely animals older than 24 months 364

were sampled. Sub sampling presents an opportunity for selection bias which must be 365

accounted for when willing to extrapolate the results to the target population. From366

the outbreak data, BT herd prevalence level in sheep was higher than in cattle. Ovine 367

BTV infection cases might have been easier to detect since this species is commonly 368

known to be more prone to develop the clinical form of the disease (Gibbs et al., 369
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1994). However, the particularity of this BTV-8 epidemic was that the virus was able370

to induce severe clinical signs in cattle (Thiry et al., 2006). Moreover, the results of 371

the confirmation analyses showed that clinical signs observed in cattle were more 372

specific than those observed in sheep (Toussaint et al., 2007b). In general, 373

seroprevalence is known to be higher in cattle than in small ruminant populations 374

(Ward et al., 1994; Di Ventura et al., 2004). On the other hand, a study conducted on 375

the Indian sub-continent, demonstrated a higher seroprevalence in sheep than in cattle, 376

with 45.71% and 33.4%, respectively (Sreenivasulu et al., 2004). Those findings 377

demonstrate differences which can occur when sampling a particular species instead 378

of another. In the same way, many studies have concluded that older cattle were more 379

likely to be positive to BTV antibodies than younger cattle, related to a greater 380

opportunity for repeated exposure to the virus (Uhaa et al., 1990; Ward et al., 1994; 381

Lundervold et al., 2003). Factors such as breed specific genetics or management 382

methods differ a lot between a beef and a dairy cattle herd; hence, the level of 383

prevalence may not follow identical patterns. Moreover, the “on-farm delivery of384

diary products” characteristic of selected herds may be associated for instance to a 385

more artisanal agriculture which may indirectly have consequences on disease 386

control. An analysis performed by Green et al. in the United States (2005), has not 387

proven herd type to be a significant risk factor. However, this conclusion may depend 388

on local conditions and consequently differ for Belgian cattle.389

   The only indication a positive serological result gives is that the tested animal was 390

at one point infected with the virus. Due to resistance in host population, future 391

outbreaks would probably occur more silently in herds which were already infected 392

during the 2006 epidemic. In this case, the genuine dissemination of the virus would 393
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certainly be much more extensive than the distribution of suspected cases (Purse et 394

al., 2006).395

396

4. Conclusion397

    These findings currently provide the best information available on the 398

unprecedented occurrence of BT in Belgium and emphasized the rapid and non-399

confined spread of the virus in a susceptible ruminant population. Local variations in 400

estimated prevalence should be further investigated to help identify particular risk 401

factors and be able to better control future outbreaks. The results of the winter 402

screening were also used to set up a sentinel program in the country. This study403

showed that the case detection system based on clinical suspicion underestimated the 404

real impact of the epidemic, but provided an accurate indication of the spatial 405

distribution of the virus at the end of the epidemic.406
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Table 1. Bluetongue herd prevalence (%) and associated 95%CI in Belgian cattle and 571

sheep population based on the 2006 case herd data572

573

574

575

576

577

578

579

580

581

582

583

584

585

586

587

Province   Herd-prevalence (%) (95%CI)

cattle sheep
Antwerp 0.7 (0.5-1.0) 1.5 (1.1-2.0)

East Flanders 1.5 (1.3-1.8) 2.2 (1.9-2.5)

Flemish Brabant 0.8 (0.5-1.2) 1.2 (0.9-1.6)

Hainaut 0.1 (0.0-0.3) 0.1 (0.0-0.3)

Liege 1.6 (1.3-2.1) 1.5 (1.1-2.2)

Limburg 1 (0.7-1.4) 3.2 (2.5-4.0)

Luxembourg 0.2 (0.1-0.4) 0.1 (0.0-0.5)

Namur 0.3 (0.2-0.7) 0.5 (0.3-0.9)

Walloon Brabant 1 (0.5-2.1) 0.3 (0.1-1.2)

West Flanders 0.1 (0.1-0.2) 0.4 (0.3-0.7)
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Appendix: figures588

589

Figure 1. Bluetongue herd seroprevalence (%) and associated CI95% at the provincial 590

level in Belgian dairy cattle based on the winter screening data, January 2007591

Figure 2. Distribution of within-herd seroprevalence (%) in Belgian dairy cattle based on 592

the winter screening data, January 2007593

Figure 3. Density  plot of the farm-specific within-herd seroprevalence estimates 594

based on the winter screening data595

Figure 4. Cattle herd density at the municipality level in Belgium, 2006.596

Figure 5.  Maps of the spatially interpolated temperature in Belgium on the (a.) 597

30 June (b.) 30 July (c.) 30 August (d.) 30 September (e.)  30 October and (f.) 30 598

November 2006599

Figure 6. Bluetongue herd prevalence at the municipality level in Belgian dairy 600

cattle based on (a.) the 2006 case herd data and on (b.) the winter screening data.601

602
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